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0 of 0 review helpful Bitterly hopeful more real than reality By James David Audlin In the bitterly hopeful tradition of 
Kenneth Patchen and Samuel R Delaney Theodore Richards presents a poetic dystopia of immense power His 
fumblingly broken characters stumble across each other in their occasional blind searchesfor instant gratification or 
eternal meaning but ultimately it is the reader who is the main character bring In his novel nbsp The Conversions 
Richards nbsp deals with some of the most pressing questions at this moment in history What kind of world can be 
created with the end of industrial civilization What is truly at the root of the so called clash of civilizations What is the 
place for religion in the post modern world Is American identity only about defining and excluding the other What 
does a government look like when everything even education From the Back Cover nbsp ldquo Life and death love 
and loss endings and new beginnings all these entwine against the backdrop of disaster and social change with each 
protagonist bringing to the table his own unique ethnic and social background and his own 
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